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Computational techniques offer a means to overcome the amplified complexity and resource-intensity of

qualitative research on online communities. However, we lack an understanding of how these techniques are

integrated by researchers in practice, and how to address concerns about researcher agency in the qualitative

research process. To explore this gap, we deployed the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit to a team

of public health researchers, and compared their analysis to a team working with traditional tools and

methods. Each team independently conducted a thematic analysis of a corpus of comments from Canadian

news sites to understand discourses around vaccine hesitancy. We then compared the analyses to investigate

how computational techniques may have influenced their research process and outcomes. We found that

the toolkit provided access to advanced computational techniques for researchers without programming

expertise, facilitated their interaction and interpretation of the data, but also found that it influenced how they

approached their thematic analysis.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent progress in artificial intelligence and machine learning research has prompted the human-

computer interaction research community to question how computational techniques should be used

to perform data science. They’ve noted, for instance, that computational techniques converge with

qualitative research activities like coding and theme creation, and can help researchers overcome

human limitations like the time required to (manually) study massive online data sets [6, 36, 43].

While the theoretical benefits of these partnerships are compelling, we have a limited understanding

of whether they are ultimately beneficial, how they might improve research practices, or whether

they may have some unintended side-effects or limitations.

To date, the human-computer interaction research community has developed prototype tools

(e.g., [7, 22]), and spoken to qualitative researchers about their perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes

towards AI (e.g., [20, 26] ). Critical computing researchers have also begun integrating qualitative

traditions, such as reflexivity and context awareness, into quantitative computational methods

to mitigate bias, respect user groups, and consider social conditions during the development of

data sets and models [2, 16, 39, 44, 48]. However, we currently lack hands-on experience with

these tools, and a sense of how they might be used in practice, particularly by researchers without

programming experience.

To explore how these partnerships play out, we asked two teams of public health researchers to

independently perform thematic analyses on the same data set; one performed ‘manually’ using

a traditional process, and one performed ‘computationally’ using the Computational Thematic

Analysis (CTA) Toolkit [22]. Each team started with the same set of 613,666 comments from English

Canadian news sites and independently performed an inductive thematic analysis to answer

research questions about the perception of COVID-19 during the period of January – July 2020.

After both teams had finished, we compared each team’s process and results.

In presenting the results of our case study we describe how each analysis followed a different

inductive and iterative process — the manual analysis team used a bottom-up process defined by

the human activities, whereas the computational analysis team interacted used a top-down process

defined by the toolkit modules. Despite these differences, each analysis produced coding trees

with similar, overlapping themes. Reflecting on these results, we discuss implications of qualitative

researchers’ use of the toolkit to perform thematic analysis:

(1) The toolkit lowered the threshold to use computational techniques, and enabled non-programmers

to conduct their qualitative research;

(2) It simultaneously ‘raised the ceiling’ [29] of their efforts, and facilitated their interaction and

interpretation of the large data set;

(3) However, we also show how use of the toolkit influenced their research process, and discuss

implications of this influence for future research.

2 BACKGROUND
Our work is situated at the intersection of three active research areas: thematic analysis, com-

putational social science, and toolkit research. In particular, we examine how techniques from

computational social science (e.g., [8, 50]) can be used to address known challenges in applying

qualitative research methods like reflexive thematic analysis to large, online data sets [13, 18]. To

do so, we were particularly interested in understanding how toolkit-based research might help

us understand some of the implications of deploying computational tools to domain experts in a

practical setting (e.g., [22, 29]). We now outline related research that describes: (1) challenges in

extending traditional qualitative methods to online data, (2) the potential benefits of computational
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techniques for these analyses, and (3) how toolkit-based research can be used to explore their utility

through real world deployments.

2.1 Thematic Analysis
Thematic analysis is a flexible researchmethod that is used to develop, analyze, and report qualitative

themes present within data [11, 13]. Being a flexible method means there is not one correct approach

to performing a thematic analysis; instead there are multiple sets of adaptable guidelines aligned

under three schools: reflexive, codebook, and coding reliability. Further, within these schools,

thematic analyses can be performed with different levels of formality, ranging from adhering

closely to an established procedure, such as reflexive [13] or codebook [11], to less formal approaches

like pragmatic thematic analysis [3].

A consequence of this flexibility is that planning and performing a thematic analyses is complex.

Researchers need to consider multiple interconnected aspects of their research such as: its context

and objectives; the researcher’s position, assumptions, and experiences; research constraints, such

as time, money, and people; and which reliability mechanisms are appropriate [14, 34]. These

complexities are compounded by the iterative nature of thematic analysis which requires researchers

to repeatedly read and code data, and develop and refine themes which contextually integrate their

experience and practical knowledge [11, 13].

And when working with online communities, this complexity is even more severe. Researchers

need to consider their data’s origin and scale . They also need to navigate trade-offs between the

amount of data included in their analysis and the resources required to analyze it [13, 18].

A common strategy to manage these challenges is sampling to reduce the amount of data

processed for analysis. For instance, researchers frequently use random selection [4] or convenience

sampling, such as a date-window [1, 18, 23, 42], to obtain a sample that is small enough for human

analysis. However, these sampling techniques risk discarding interesting data before they can be

considered by expert researchers [33]. Thus, researchers have turned to computational strategies,

such as purposive sampling [25], to mitigate these challenges while simultaneously enabling them

to engage with data in detail and interpret themes from large data sets.

2.2 Computational Social Science
The human-computer interaction research community has recently begun to explore ‘convergences’

between machine learning and qualitative methods: the collection of empirical evidence, iterative

interaction with data, and the use of different lenses to interpret it [6, 17, 36, 43]. To date, these

convergences have manifested through research that explores how computational techniques

like topic modelling (e.g., [8]) and exploratory search [49] can support qualitative researchers in

identifying interesting samples [21, 25] and latent topics [32, 40]. These techniques are particularly

compelling because they are interpretive, and can be grounded in researchers’ expertise and

practical knowledge [33].

However, qualitative researchers also do not want computational techniques to simply automate

their interaction with the data; they want to maintain autonomy, intimacy, and ownership of their

analysis [26]. There are also open questions around how these influences manifest because compu-

tational techniques have been primarily developed and validated by computational researchers

without sufficient input from qualitative researchers with domain expertise [5].

Moreover, the integration of computational social science techniques into qualitative research is

incomplete [5, 26]. While the aforementioned research has developed narrow technical prototypes

that explore individual computational techniques, they have yet to deeply explore their use in

practice, by domain experts. Developed tools also frequently rely on programming knowledge
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and assume a process grounded in data science, which makes it difficult to combine and validate

technique use within a qualitative research pipeline [5].

To address this gap, the human-computer interaction research community has called for work

that bridges the gaps between the computational and qualitative communities to establish common

ground and explore where and how computational techniques can provide meaningful value to

the social science [5, 17]. Our work contributes to closing these gaps by deploying a toolkit to an

existing research group actively engaged in addressing a pressing real world public health research

question.

2.3 Toolkit-based Research
In human-computer interaction research, toolkits provide opportunities to explore a ‘bold vision of

the future’ and enable access to new solution spaces [29]. Toolkits can be developed and deployed

by researchers to empower new audiences through access to tools; to explore concerns and research

gaps identified in the literature, like those surrounding agency [5, 26]; and to understand how they

integrate with current practice. During our toolkit deployment, we focus on two toolkit evaluation

strategies identified by Ledo et al. [29]: demonstrations and usage.
Demonstrations explore what can be done with a toolkit and enable researchers to describe

which paths of least resistance it facilitates [29]. They use methods like case studies in real world

contexts to describe how toolkits can be used as unexpected situations occur (e.g., [31, 45]). They

help to identify thresholds and ceilings — a person’s ability to get started, and how much they can

achieve with a toolkit [29] — both of which contribute to understanding how and where a toolkit

can be used in complex solution spaces [37].

Usage evaluations explore who can use a toolkit and frequently include end users as valuable

stakeholders [29]. They take advantage of methods like take-home studies to understand how

stakeholders appropriate and use toolkits over time while developing new workflows (e.g., [9, 27]).

Similarly, usage evaluations provide opportunities to reflect on how people’s behaviour differs with

the introduction of a toolkit (e.g., [10, 24]). They are useful for exploring complex design spaces,

like thematic analysis of large data sets, where integration of computational techniques has been

theorized but is not yet fully established.

In this work, we explore both demonstration and usage through a case study of holistic use of a

toolkit that supports thematic analysis. By deploying the toolkit with a team of domain experts, we

sought to better understand its thresholds and ceilings, and how it can be used to solve complex

tasks. We also explored how the toolkit may influence their analysis process and outcomes.

3 THE COMPUTATIONAL THEMATIC ANALYSIS TOOLKIT
The Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit [22] was designed to enable non-programmers to use

computational techniques to perform thematic analysis of online community data. In developing

their toolkit, Gauthier and Wallace created a cohesive, visual interface that integrates Braun and

Clark’s [13] reflexive thematic analysis phases with tasks common to data science (Figure 1). To

support these various activities, the toolkit comprises interconnected modules that researchers can

freely move between as they iteratively familiarize themselves with their data, interpret it, and

reflect on their findings:

• The Data Cleaning & Filtering module enables researchers to visualize collected data

and how NLP techniques may interpret it through fields like included and removed tokens,

part of speech, and NLP summaries, such as frequency and TF-IDF range. This module also

enables researchers to interactively review and change the filtering rules being applied to

the data, and the impact of those changes on the above fields.
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Fig. 1. Gauthier and Wallace [22]’s workflow that was used to focus the development of the toolkit. In
moving from data collection to writing their final report, researchers progress through three conceptual
stages of work: familiarization, interpretation, and reflection. To do so, they perform the practical tasks of
data cleaning & filtering, modelling & sampling, coding, and theme identification. Like thematic analysis and
computational methods, this workflow is highly iterative, and is not a linear process; researchers may shift
between any conceptual stage or practical task.

• TheModelling & Sampling module enables researchers to identify and interpret latent

patterns in the data using computational techniques, such as biterm topic modelling [50].

Once generated, researchers may label, merge, or remove topics, and visualize models as

word lists and chord graphs. When a suitable model has been decided on, it may be used to

purposively sample threads for further analysis.

• The Coding module enables researchers to manually code data, in an interface similar to

qualitative data analysis software like NVIVO, MaxQDA, or Atlas TI. Researchers may choose

from a list of sampled data, and develop a code tree by creating, modifying, and/or deleting

codes.

• Theme Identification is supported through two modules. The Reviewing module enables
researchers to create and review themes and codes through a network visualization. The

Reporting module enables researchers to select and track the sources of quotations for the

themes and codes developed in previous modules.

We deployed and iterated on version 0.8 of the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit [22].

The toolkit’s full source code and installation files are available at https://osf.io/b72dm/

4 METHODS
To understand how the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit might influence research in

practice, we performed a field comparison of two thematic analyses; one conducted through manual

methods, and the other with computational methods (Figure 2). The two thematic analyses were

performed independently, by expert teams, and with an inductive, realist perspective on the same

set of real-world data. The manual team was asked to perform the analysis using their normal

process. The computational team was asked to use the toolkit as they saw fit and told that it was not

intended to replace their research, rather to provide a scaffold of tools to support their interaction

with the data. Each team then reported on their process and findings, allowing us to compare and

contrast each analysis and to develop an understanding of how the toolkit influenced the analysis.

The two analyses were conducted by teams of public health researchers, who were tasked with

describing online discourses related to the generation and spread of rumours, misinformation and

disinformation on COVID-19 in Canada. Both teams belonged to the same public health research

group associated with the Canadian Immunization Research Network (CIRN), and were seeking the

Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 7, No. GROUP, Article 2. Publication date: January 2023.
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Fig. 2. Three research teams were involved in our case study. (1) The manual analysis team performed an
inductive thematic analysis using their traditional methods. (2) The computational analysis team performed
a thematic analysis using the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit [22]. (3) The HCI research team was
responsible for technical support, and comparing the processes and outcomes of each thematic analysis.

ability to perform end-to-end analysis themselves after unsuccessfully working with an external

team of AI consultants. Additionally, the public health research group: had not been involved in

the toolkit’s development; had research questions motivated by an emerging public health need;

had expertise in conducting inductive thematic analyses; and had already collected data for their

research questions.

Each team analyzed the same set of 613,666 English comments from Canadian news sites. This

data set was collected by the CIRN team between January and June 2020 from a variety of Canadian

news sites, including: CBC news, The Cape Breton Post, The Chronicle Herald, The Globe and Mail,

The Halifax Examiner, The National Post, The Time Colonist, The Toronto Star, The Toronto Sun,

The Tyee, and The Vancouver Sun. Thus, the members of both analysis teams were familiar with

the data set.

4.1 Our Research Teams
Our research team comprised three sub-teams, each focused on a distinct task: toolkit development,

computational analysis, and manual analysis. The members of both analysis teams came from a

public health research group and had common experience conducting thematic analyses.
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• Themanual analysis team was responsible for using their research group’s normal pro-

cesses to conduct a thematic analysis of the shared data set and comparing the results of

their manual analysis against the computational analysis. The team consisted of the third

author, who is a trainee in anthropology, fourth author, who has a MSc in Public Health

(Health Promotion and Program Evaluation) and investigates prevention, health promotion,

communication, and misinformation, and sixth author, who has a PhD in public health and

focuses on using qualitative methods to investigate the role of trust in Canadians’ use of

immunization and who was the principle investigator for funding acquisition. The third and

fourth authors focused on developing and comparing results, while the sixth author assisted

with preparing the data set, coordinating inter-team communications, and distributing results.

Because of their inter-team communication role, the sixth author stayed at arms length during

analysis tasks, such as coding, and comparison.

• The computational analysis teamwas responsible for conducting a thematic analysis using

the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit, comparing the results of their computational

analysis against the manual analysis, and providing feedback based on their experience. This

team consisted of the second author, who has an MSc in Public Health and who researches

prevention, vaccine hesitancy, social listening, and media coverage, and the fifth author, who

has a PhD in medical anthropology and who specializes in using qualitative methods to

investigate the socio-cultural field surrounding infectious diseases prevention. The second

author acted as the primary analyst and the fifth author provided continual consultations

throughout the analysis.

• The HCI research team provided technical support to the computational analysis team

through training and bug fixes. They did not participate in the thematic analysis, but were

responsible for analyzing the results of each and interpreting feedback from the other two

teams. This team consisted of the first author, who is a PhD Candidate in public health and

has software development, human computer interaction, and reflexive thematic analysis

experience, and the seventh author, who is a professor and human-computer interaction

researcher.

4.2 Data Collection & Analysis
To analyze the case study, we first gathered information about each analysis: (1) the processes,

regarding what steps were performed and the activities that occurred during these steps; (2) the

outputs, which consisted of themes and coding trees created during the analyses. We also collected

(3) toolkit usage data from (a) the computational analysis team’s journals, that described their

thoughts as they used the toolkit; (b) a saved toolkit workspace, that captured the data used, the

state of each module, and the actions that lead to these states; and (c) emails with the HCI research

team, that describe activities in need of support during the analysis.

We then used the gathered data to describe both analyses’ processes and outputs. To describe

the analyses’ processes, each analysis team summarized their notes taken while planning and

conducting the analyses. These notes were then used by the HCI research team to create analysis

process diagrams. In addition, for the computational analysis, the HCI research team added details

of toolkit usage by triangulating the analysis’ process with the toolkit usage. To describe the

analyses’ outputs, both analysis teams created coding trees, that capture the connections between

themes and codes, as well as a description of each theme. These coding trees and the descriptions

of themes were then integrated into tables by the HCI research team.

Finally, we compared the two analyses to identify similarities and differences. To compare the

analysis, both analysis teams participated in a group discussion that went over both team’s analyses’

outputs and how these were created and used. For process, The HCI research team then triangulated
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discussion notes with the descriptions of the two analyses to identify similarities and differences

during both high level process steps and low level activities. For themes and codes created, the

analysis teams summarized their discussions, which the HCI research team triangulated with the

analyses’ outputs to create a table of the overlap between topics.

5 RESULTS
In this section we present both the manual and the computational thematic analysis. First, we

describe both analyses in terms of: (1) each team’s analysis process and the activities performed; and

(2) each team’s results which are made up of themes and coding trees. We then identify similarities

and differences by comparing the two processes and the team’s results.

5.1 Manual Analysis
The manual analysis team followed a three step iterative process to analyze the 613,666 comments

(Figure 3): (1) independent inductive coding, using 150 randomly selected comments; (2) group

discussions, to establish and revise a coding framework; and (3) apply coding framework to a

sample of 2,000 randomly selected comments. By the last iteration of this process the team created

six main themes, one secondary theme, and a four level coding tree that links the codes to these

themes (Table 1).

5.1.1 Independent Inductive Coding. The team first inductively coded a sample of 150 randomly

selected comments. Two team members independently read the comments to develop context and

then coded the comments to iteratively develop and identify initial codes, themes, and meanings

that provided initial perspectives on the data set and how it could be analyzed. For instance, as

a researcher read over the comments, they identified the general themes: criticism, frustration,

and opposition from another user. As these general themes re-occurred, they created specified

codes based on the subject matter of the comments, such as ageism, racism, stigma, discrimination,

and xenophobia. The team completed an estimated 4 hours of coding the initial 150 comments on

day 6. In the end the group of themes was combined into the theme Criticism with sub-themes

corresponding to whom the comment was being critical towards, such as Towards User, Towards

Experts, or Towards Governments.

5.1.2 Group Discussions. The team then initiated group discussions after (1) independent inductive

coding and as an iterative activity when new codes were created during (3) applying coding

framework. During these discussions, the team discussed how their codes apply to the data. The

team held their initial discussion on day 6 for an estimated 4 hours and spent a further 2 hour

of time meeting meeting to revise and finalize their coding framework over the course of step

3. For instance, they discussed examples from Criticism Towards User and whether they were

identified as a Correction of facts to another user ensure that both coders were able to

consistently distinguish between them. These discussions also helped the team to create and refine

their common coding framework, which they used as a foundation for rest of the analysis. For

instance, they discussed how Disinformation was an important theme during the pandemic on

social media and how they could identify it, leading to the creation of codes for Minimization of

the Virus, Conspiracy Theories, and Troll.

5.1.3 Apply Coding Framework. Finally, the team coded a sample of 2,000 randomly selected

comments to assess code coverage, identify needed revisions, and themes. Two team members

divided and deductively coded the comments using the common coding framework. Additionally,

when the team identified the need for additional codes or revisions to existing codes they iterated

back to (2) group discussions to revise their framework, and then resumed applying it to the sample.
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Fig. 3. The manual analysis team followed an itera-
tive, three-step process : (1) Independent Inductive
Coding, using a random sample of 150 comments;
(2) Group Discussions, to establish and later revise a
coding framework; and (3) Apply Coding Framework,
using a random sample of 2,000 comments. The pro-
cess created a four level coding tree that group codes
using six main themes and one secondary theme.

Fig. 4. The computational analysis team followed a
separate, iterative, three-step process: (1) Data Fil-
tering & Cleaning, which reduced the data from
613,666 to 340,038 comments; (2) Modelling & Sam-
pling, which resulted a biterm topic model, and re-
duced the data down to a sample of 690 comments;
and (3) Coding, during which they created a three
level coding tree and developed six themes.

The team spent an estimated 14 hours on this step and finalized their application of codes and

revising their coding tree on day 20. At the end of the process the they had developed a four level

coding tree that grouped their codes under six main themes and one secondary theme (Table 1).
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Table 1. Manual Analysis Coding Tree, made up of four levels. Six main themes and one Other theme make
up the first level. Levels two, three, and four consist of codes that contributed to the themes.

1. CRITICISM
Comments expressing an opinion on different aspects of the

COVID-19 pandemic (sanitary measures, experts’ opinions,

authorities’ decisions, media). This theme is divided into

sub-themes, depending on who is targeted by the comment

(another user, the experts, the population, the government

or the media).

1.1 Towards User
1.1.1 Critical of those in favour of sanitary

measures

1.1.2 Critical of those in opposition to the

sanitary measures/pandemic

1.1.3 Correction of facts to another user

1.1.4 Hateful comment

1.1.4.1 Racism towards an individual

1.1.4.2 Ageism

1.1.4.3 Discrimination

1.1.4.4 General insult

1.1.5 Comment in agreement with another user

1.2 Towards Experts
1.2.1 Lack of trust in experts

1.2.2 In agreement with the experts

1.3 Towards the Population
1.3.1 On non-compliance with sanitary measures

1.3.2 Racism towards a group

1.3.3 General criticism / discouragement

1.3.4 encouragement

1.4 Towards Governments
1.4.1 USA / International

1.4.1.1 In disagreement with the decisions

1.4.1.2 Insult to Donald Trump

1.4.1.3 In accordance with political decisions

1.4.2 Canadian

1.4.2.1 Poor budget management during the pandemic

1.4.2.2 Poor management of the pandemic

1.4.2.3 Good management of the pandemic

1.4.2.4 Lack of confidence in the government

1.4.2.5 In accordance with the government’s decisions

1.4.2.6 Insult to politicians

1.5 Towards Medias or the News
1.5.1 In agreement

1.5.2 In disagreement

1.6 Towards Companies

2. DISEASE
Comments about the characteristics of COVID-19: transmis-

sion, origin of the virus, prevention and treatment, vaccines,

statistics (cases/deaths), and screening.

2.1 Virus Transmission
2.2 Screening - Testing
2.3 Statistics/Deaths/Cases
2.4 Origin of the Virus
2.4.1 Discrimination

2.4.2 Racism

2.5 Prevention and Treatments
2.6 Immunization/Vaccine

3. SANITARY MEASURES
Comments related to public health measures and recom-

mendations. The theme is divided according to the view

expressed by users (agree or disagree with the measure).

3.1 Confusion / Inconsistency of Measurements
3.2 Skepticism About the Effectiveness of Measures

3.3 In Accordance with the Measures
3.3.1 Wearing the mask

3.3.2 Border closure

3.3.3 Opening of the borders

3.3.4 Physical distancing

3.3.5 Lockdown and curfew

3.3.6 Closing of non-essential businesses

3.3.7 School and child care closures

3.3.8 Opening of non-essential businesses

3.3.9 Opening of schools and childcare services

3.4 Disagree with the Measures
3.4.1 Wearing the mask

3.4.2 Border closure

3.4.3 Opening of the borders

3.4.4 Physical distancing

3.4.5 Lockdown and curfew

3.4.6 Closing of non-essential businesses

3.4.7 School and child care closures

3.4.8 Opening of non-essential businesses

3.4.9 Opening of schools and childcare services

4. IMPACTS OF THE PANDEMIC
Comments related to the impacts of the health measures

and the management of the pandemic on different sectors of

activity or social aspects (each represented by a sub-theme).

The sub-themes are: work (health care workers, telecommut-

ing, job loss, working conditions), societal impacts (school,

long-term care, children, vulnerable populations), economic

impacts and environmental impacts.

4.1 About the World of Work
4.1.1 Conditions of health care workers

4.1.2 Remote work

4.1.3 Loss of employment / return to the

labour market

4.1.4 Conditions of workers in general

4.2 Social Impact
4.2.1 Impact on the education system

4.2.2 Propagation and death of the

elderly / CHSLD

4.2.3 Impacts on children

4.2.4 Impacts on people with disabilities

4.2.5 Impacts on Aboriginal communities

4.3 Economic Impacts
4.4 Environmental Effects

5. DISINFORMATION
Comments related to conspiracy theories, downplaying the

severity of the pandemic/virus and trolls.

5.1 Minimization of the Virus
5.2 Conspiracy Theories
5.3 Troll

6. INFORMATIVE COMMENT
Comments where informative content is shared and where

users exchange information.

6.1 Argument/Information between Users
6.2 Sharing References/Articles

OTHER
Comments that are off-topic, not related to COVID-19 or not

belonging to any of the previous themes.

1 Out of Order
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5.2 Computational Analysis
The computational analysis team followed a three step process (Figure 4): (1) Data Filtering &

Cleaning, to investigate words being used in comments and to focus what data computational

techniques used; (2) Modelling & Sampling, to identify interesting patterns and generate useful

samples of comments; and (3) Coding, using the samples to create their codes and themes. By the

last iteration of this process they had created six themes and a three level coding tree that links

the codes to these themes (Table 2). Throughout these three steps, the second and sixth authors

spent an estimated five hours training and familiarizing themselves with the toolkit and four hours

consulting with one another.

5.2.1 Data Cleaning & Filtering. The team first iteratively inspected, cleaned, and filtered the words

being included and removed. To make these choices, they interpreted the lists of words through

the lens of their knowledge of the vaccine discourse topic and data set to determine relevance to

COVID-19 commentary. When they encountered unfamiliar words, they looked at comments that

used the word to expand their understanding. Words were excluded that either occurred fewer

than 20 times or were considered to be ‘noise’, such as conjunctions, interjections (e.g., ‘oh’, ‘ah’),

insults, and misspelled words. They also removed the names that were not connected to public

figures of interest.

Over the course of their analysis, the team created a contextually useful set of 578 filtering and

cleaning rules that reduced the data down to 340,058 comments. They used these rules to create a

total of 46 models, exploring different rules’ impact on the words in the data. The team spent an

estimated 8 hours iteratively adding rules and inspecting included and removed words over the

first 15 days of the analysis.

5.2.2 Modelling & Sampling. The team then iteratively constructed models to interpret and sample

data for thematic analysis. They configured model-specific parameters, such as number of topics

and passes for biterm, and then inspected the generated models, and removed, merged, and labelled

topics, selected comments for later coding, and considered potential codes. After learning from

each model, they returned to either the first step, to perform additional word filtering and cleaning,

or to build new models with adjusted parameters (such as number of topics). The team completed

generating models after 15 days and an estimated 15 hours.

After more than 46 iterations, the team selected model 41 as a foundation for their coding

activities (Figure 5). Although they generated model 41 on day 14, the team considered it more

contextually valuable than models from further iterations on days 14 and 15. Model 41 was a biterm

model generated with 25 topics and 500 passes and the team felt that its topics were cohesive

and useful for the context of their vaccine hesitancy research area. After they had inspected and

interpreted the model, 23 topics remained that were useful for identifying comments for the third

step.

5.2.3 Coding. Finally, the team created and applied codes to develop themes and a coding tree.

First, they used model 41 to sample 30 comments from each of its 23 topics, for a total of 690

comments. They then inductively coded the comments by iteratively selecting and interpreting

each comment. After completing all coding iterations, they had created and applied 38 codes. Using

these codes, they created a document that describes a three level coding tree that grouped the

codes under six themes (Table 2). The team spent an estimated 17 hours coding and finished their

analysis on day 25 of the analysis.
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Misinformation

Non-proven treatments

Data

Schools/Daycares

Immunity

Statistics

Testing + Symptoms

Religion Industry

Economy

Protection from transmission

Non-essential travels

Origin of the virus

Healthcare

Progression of the pandemic

Vaccines

Fig. 5. A chord diagram of Model 41, which the computational analysis team used to derive their code tree.
Each topic show the human created labels. Within the Computational Thematic Analysis toolkit, these chord
diagrams are interactive: topic labels can be clicked on to show/hide word clouds of topic keywords, and
mousing over arcs for each topic shows chords that represent document overlap.

5.3 Comparison of Processes and Outcomes
Both analysis teams followed an iterative process and performed inductive coding throughout their

analyses. However, when comparing their workflows and outcomes, we identified some (sometimes

subtle) differences between the two groups. We now discuss these differences in terms of toolkit

usage, differences in time, differences in process, and similarities and differences in outcomes.

5.3.1 Toolkit Usage. The CTA toolkit enabled qualitative researchers to learn applied skills, such

as data cleaning and adjusting model parameters, and to tune and generate useful models. Such

applied skills are needed when integrating existing computational techniques in a qualitative

research process, as opposed to programming skills that are required to implement and refine

computational techniques into usable tools. Additionally, this learning helped the researchers

develop their contextual knowledge of how and when different techniques can be integrated with

specific thematic analysis tasks. For instance, the computational analysis team chose to integrate

the biterm topic model as a primer for coding, based on it grouping common word patterns, rather

than as a replacement for the entire theme and coding process.

Alongside the applied skills, the computational analysis team developed contextual understand-

ings of limitations of computational techniques as they used the CTA Toolkit. For instance, the
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Table 2. The coding tree generated by the computational analysis team. It was a three-level tree, with six
themes present in the first level. Levels two and three consist of codes that contributed to each theme. Codes
that originated from interpreting topics from a model during step 2 are denoted by ★. Codes that originated
from coding comments during step 3 are denoted by †. Other codes and themes were developed when
organizing the coding tree.

1. USER SHARING OPINIONS
Comments expressing an opinion. It is divided into 3

subtopics: opinion on the management of the pandemic by

the authorities, criticism of the media and criticism of people

not complying with preventive measures.

1.1 Opinion on the Management of the

Pandemic
†

1.2 Criticism of Media
†

1.3 Criticism of People Not Complying with

Preventive Measures
†

2. DISEASE
Comments related to the characteristics of COVID-19: origin

of the virus, transmission, symptoms, perceived risk, meth-

ods of protection against transmission, testing, immunity,

and progression of the virus.

2.1 Origin of the Virus★
2.1.1 China

2.1.2 Animals

2.1.3 Made by human

2.1.4 Act of God (Religion)
★

2.2 Protection from Transmission
★

2.3 Testing
★

2.4 Immunity
★

2.5 Progression of the pandemic
★

2.6 Transmission
†

2.7 Symptoms
†

2.8 Risk
†

3. PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
Comments on ways to prevent or treat COVID-19, including

unproven or alternative treatments and vaccines.

3.1 Vaccines
★

3.2 Non-Proven Treatments
★

4. IMPACTS OF THE PANDEMIC
Comments about the impacts of health measures and pan-

demic management on different sectors of activity or social

aspects (each represented by a sub-theme). The sub-themes

are: school/daycare, industry and business, interpersonal

relationships, travel industry, health system, economy and

stigma/racism.

4.1 Impacts of COVID-19 on Schools/Daycares
★

4.2 Impacts of COVID-19 on Industries and

Businesses
★

4.3 Impacts on Interpersonal Relationships
†

4.4 Non-Essential Travel★
4.4.1 Impacts on travellers and airlines

4.4.2 Preventive measures for travellers

4.4.3 Border closure

4.5 Healthcare★
4.5.1 Long term care

4.5.2 Healthcare workers

4.5.3 Equipment

4.6 Economy★
4.6.1 Financial aid

4.6.2 Economic crisis/debt

4.7 Stigma and Racism
†

5. TYPES OF INFORMATION
Comments where informational content is shared. It is di-

vided into 2 subtopics: statistics/data on COVID-19 (cases,

deaths) and misinformation.

5.1 Statistics & Data
★

5.2 Misinformation
★

6. NOT NECESSARILY RELATED TO COVID-19
Comments related to politics (provincial, national and inter-

national). At the time of data collection, the political context

was particular, both in Canada and in the United States (ten-

sions between the Conservatives and the Liberals, Donald

Trump). Although efforts were made to eliminate purely

partisan comments during the data cleaning and filtering

process, many remain and it is difficult to determine whether

or not they are related to the pandemic. Finally, comments

posted by trolls and off-topic comments are also classified

under this theme.

6.1 Politics
†

6.2 Troll/People Insulting Each Other
†

6.3 Other
†

team became aware that frequently repeated data, such as copy and pasted comments, can limit

modelling techniques and distort model results, making it important to manage through both

filtering and interpretation. Understanding of such limitations helps qualitative researchers avoid

over-reliance on computational techniques which, while useful tools to interact with data, are not

replacements for domain expertise or a human researcher’s interpretive abilities.

5.3.2 Differences in Time. The manual analysis team completed approximately 24 hours of work

over 25 days. They estimated that work was distributed between several analytical sub-tasks:

• ∼4 hours Coding their initial data set of 150 comments

• ∼6 hours Group Discussions

• ∼14 hours Applying their coding framework to 2000 random comments
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On the other hand, the computational analysis team reported working for approximately 49

hours, spread over a 30-day period in which they were also working on several ongoing, unrelated

projects. The team provided further estimates for analytical sub-tasks:

• ∼5 hours Initial orientation with the toolkit

• ∼8 hours Data Cleaning & Filtering

• ∼15 hours Modelling & Sampling

• ∼17 hours Coding
• ∼4 hours Participating in team consultations

The team also reported that some of this time was spent exploring different software features (e.g.,

token filtering and topic modelling) and that in some cases the toolkit was less mature than the

commercial software they typically use (i.e., NVIVO [30]). In particular, the CTA toolkit’s coding

interface lacked features such as multi-comment coding and visualizations for code hierarchy, was

less polished than commercial software, and was delivered to the team with a few performance-

impacting bugs that were quickly addressed by the development team, but which slowed the

analysis team down.

5.3.3 Differences in Process: Top-Down vs Bottom-Up. The computational analysis team used a

top-down process where they: (1) followed the toolkit’s large-to-small data handling approach that

reduced the amount of data from 613,666 comments down to 690 comments; (2) aligned their steps to

match the toolkit’s modules and integrated human activities into each step (Figure 4); and (3) started

coding by covering multiple comments and then revising their coding to capture specific comments’

context. This top-down process jump-started the team’s interpretation of recurring patterns in the

data before creating the codes. The toolkit’s word list visualizations (Data Filtering & Cleaning)

helped the team identify recurring topic keywords from across the data like ‘Trudeau’, ‘masks’,

‘money’, and ‘businesses’. They then looked for reoccurring keywords across different models

(Modelling & Sampling) to identify topics like Immunity, Vaccines, Statistics, and Protection.

The team’s interpretation of these recurring topics and keywords were the origin points of 15 codes

in their final tree, such as 2.2 Protection from Transmission (denoted by ★ in Table 2).

On the other hand, the manual analysis team used a bottom-up process where they: (1) followed a

small to large data handling approach, that included 150 comments at first and added 2000 comments;

(2) defined their steps by the human analysis activities (Figure 3); and (3) started their coding by

capturing specific comments’ contexts and then refining the coding to cover multiple comments.

They relied on developing specific codes for individual comments and multiple encounters before

grouping recurrences. For example, they created nine subcodes to capture comment-specific sanitary

measures before grouping them into two mirrored parent codes, 3.3 In Accordance with the

Measures and 3.4 Disagree with the Measures, that specify two different recurring contexts).

These two approaches lead to subtle differences in the teams’ coding processes. First, each team

interpreted codes in different ways. For instance, in the context of mask use, the computational anal-

ysis team considered the discussion of masks sufficient to assess whether the code 2.2 Protection

from Transmission occurred. On the other hand, the manual analysis team needed to interpret

whether each comment’s context aligned with agreeing or disagreeing with masks to fit one of the

sub-codes 3.3 In Accordance with the Measures or 3.4 Disagree with the Measures. Second,

the computational analysis team maintained their coding focus by grouping potentially similar

comments based on model 41’s interpreted topics group to provide structure. In comparison, the

manual analysis team had to reset focus between different comment types encountered during

coding until they developed an internal interpretation of similar comment groupings. During the

comparison, the teams decided that the computation analysis coding process was easier to perform

while the manual analysis coding supplied more specific details about the data.
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Table 3. Overlap between manual and computational analysis themes.
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5.3.4 Similarities in Code Trees. Both analysis teams created coding trees that organized the

inductive codes, developed during their interactions with the data. In these structures the themes

were the first level and any additional level consisted of codes connected to the theme. Both teams

used their coding trees for two purposes: to consistently apply their codes across the data; and to

ground communication when discussing themes and codes, both within the teams during their

analyses and across teams when comparing the analyses.

In both coding trees the themes were positioned as parent nodes and overlapped by covering the

same ideas despite having slightly different names and descriptions (Table 3). The teams stated

in their comparison summary that these differences were expected and perfectly normal for two

independent inductive thematic analyses, as developing the themes from data involves subjective

description of ideas. Based on the similarities between the two code trees, the teams felt that the

toolkit had helped the computational analysis team develop real themes.

5.3.5 Differences in Code Trees. However, when debriefing, the analysis teams also acknowledged

that different coding tree structures had been created and used. The computational analysis’ coding

tree had three levels, was focused on general descriptions, and was useful for capturing common

ideas from multiple comments under each code which made coding large numbers of comments

easier. The manual analysis’ coding tree had four levels, was focused on specialized descriptions,

and was useful for describing the specific comments coded which made it time consuming to apply

to large numbers of comments. Despite having different structures, the teams agreed that neither

coding tree was invalid, rather the two trees provided distinct forms of utility and both could

contribute to a successful thematic analysis.

We also identified a difference in how the coding trees were reported. The computational analysis

team included indicators of where codes originated from, either topic model interpretation, coding,

or code organization. This additional information provided transparency about how codes may

connect to the interpretation of computational techniques. In comparison, the manual analysis

team did not indicate code origin in their coding tree as all codes originated from human inductive

coding.
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6 DISCUSSION: AGENCY AND AMPLIFICATION
We found that the CTA Toolkit provided access to advanced computational techniques for re-

searchers without programming expertise, facilitated their interaction and interpretation of the

data, but also that it influenced how they approached their thematic analysis. We now discuss how

each of these findings can inform ongoing efforts by the human-computer interaction and machine

learning research communities to integrate computational techniques into qualitative methods,

like thematic analysis.

6.1 Opening Computational Techniques to Non-Programmers
The CTA Toolkit served as a scaffold upon which researchers could use computational techniques

to develop interpretations of data [6]. By the end of their analysis, the team had tried more than

40+ combinations of model parameters and types. Similarly, the team explored NLP summary data,

iteratively filtered words based on their context and usage, and observed the impact of that filtering

on the generated models. The non-programmer, qualitative researchers used these computational

techniques on their own, rather than through a third party such as an AI consultant who may not

have the same understanding of the research area or objectives.

Several members of the human-computer interaction research community have raised the

question of ‘perfect’ being the enemy of ‘good’ [6, 21]. For instance, one might question whether

these analyses were performed ‘optimally’, and whether the same tools may have yielded more

accurate models in the hands of experts. However, our post-analysis comparison of themes and

coding trees shows that both the computational andmanual teams created similar results. Qualitative

researchers could also use what they learned from the models to describe their choices, which

contributes to establishing process transparency and the trustworthiness of analysis results [41, 46,

47].

Taken together, these activities demonstrate how tools can lower the threshold to use compu-

tational techniques during qualitative research [5, 26], establish common ground between com-

putation and qualitative communities [17], and create space where further collaborations can

benefit both fields [5, 17]. And so we suggest that with tools like the CTA toolkit there is a real

opportunity to start applying computational techniques in practice, to better understand the actual

challenges qualitative researchers face when performing computationally-supported research, and

to refocus the human-computer interaction research community on solving them. That is, there is

an opportunity to engage in truly human-centred data science.

6.2 Facilitating Interaction and Aiding Interpretation
The CTA toolkit also ‘raised the ceiling’ for thematic analysis of large, online data sets [29]. In

follow-up discussions, the computational analysis team reported that the CTA Toolkit enabled

them to focus their efforts on data interpretation. Iterations of filtering and modelling tasks enabled

them to shift from a sample of 613,666 comments, to 340,038 comments, to an informative sample

of 690 comments (i.e., purposive and judgmental sampling [25, 33]). The same models made it

easier to locate topics of interest and groups of comments to code. The team also described how

these computational tasks helped them to create meaning [17]. For instance, the Healthcare code

(Table 2, 4.5) and its subcodes for Longterm care, Healthcare workers, and Eqipment were

interpreted from interacting with a topic model and its keywords like care, homes, seniors, staff,

workers, health, long, term, home, family, and masks.

However, the CTA toolkit did not facilitate all of the analysis team’s tasks. For instance, although

it helped them clean and filter the data, removal or inclusion of words was too limited to manage

some contextual signals and/or noise. As one example, synonyms for Canadian Prime Minister
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‘Justin Trudeau’ like ‘trudeau’, ‘trudeaus’, ‘trudo’, and ‘justintrudeau’ all contributed to codes

(Table 2, Opinion on the Management of the Pandemic and Politics). But this work had to be

performed manually because the toolkit did not support finding and replacing synonyms. Similarly,

comments were sometimes difficult to interpret when they referenced ideas that were specific to

a subset of the data, such as a specific news organization, which topic-based sampling does not

account for.

These limitations help to highlight that the ceiling can be raised, and to reveal how computational

techniques can further amplify qualitative researchers’ ability to interpret data. Data cleaning and

filtering can be expanded to align with researchers’ interpretative activities, such as enabling

researchers to manipulate the data to represent their interpretation of the synonyms. Similarly,

model generation and visualizations could occur more directly, and collaboratively, to facilitate

researchers’ interpretation (e.g., [19]). Coding and theme identification activities might further be

supported by tools that help researchers reflect and reconsider relationships between data and their

interpretations of it.

6.3 Influence of Computational Techniques on Research Process
Importantly, the computational analysis team felt that they maintained autonomy, intimacy, and

ownership of their analysis [26]. Indeed, they reported that the CTA toolkit assisted with specific

analysis tasks, particularly pattern identification and sampling [20]. We attribute this sense of

control to the toolkit’s design, which was intended to be flexible and support researchers’ own

styles and preferences [22]. Researchers have substantial agency in terms of choosing how and

when to iterate, determining which models are useful, and quickly experimenting with different

filters and models in a safe environment. The CTA toolkit made common data science tasks rapid,

incremental, and reversible — key principles for intuitive and predictive interfaces [28] — and,

when tool limitations were encountered, researchers were able to fall back on their expertise and

practical knowledge.

These findings demonstrate the potential of visual interfaces to enable non-programmers to use

computational methods in their analysis. But our comparison of the teams’ processes and outcomes

also points to some previously unidentified side-effects. In particular, we observed differences in

how each team sampled comments for inspection and coding, and how those codes ultimately

translated into code tree artifacts.

First, while the two code trees produced by each team were similar, they arrived at them using

quite different processes. This divergence was not a surprise — the CTA toolkit was designed to

enable model-based sampling and bag-of-words pattern identification that is simply not feasible

without the aid of computational techniques. However, it’s currently unclear under which conditions

one might prefer the top-down vs. bottom-up approaches taken by our two teams; are there

circumstances under which a team would favour one over the other? Can computational techniques

support a bottom-up analysis? Or perhaps they should be considered in a ‘hybrid’ fashion, similar

to what was proposed by Muller et al. [36]. We leave these questions to future work.

Second, the trees themselves differed in the amount of detail present, and their use in supporting

the thematic analysis. The code tree developed by the manual analysis team was more detailed, and

was used throughout the process to foster common ground — at least in some sense, as a means

to coordinate team members’ coding activity (i.e., inter-coder reliability [34]). On the other hand,

the computational analysis team used the CTA Toolkit together and thus did not need to use the

coding tree to develop internal common ground. The long-term implications of these differences

are unclear: might they impact a team’s ability to share, expand on, or otherwise further develop

their results? Might they impact transferability or transparency?
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These differences may be more insidious than the adoption concerns raised by Jiang et al. [26],

since they were not consciously raised or considered by researchers during the analysis, but were

apparent in post-hoc comparisons of process and outputs. They also complicate calls to action,

particularly those from Braun et al. [15] and Braun and Clarke [14], in supporting transparent re-

porting and rigour in qualitative research. That is, if researchers are unaware of how computational

methods might influence their research, how can they adequately reflect and report on those

influences?

6.4 Next Steps in Critical Computing Research
Finally, our case study provides an opportunity for the human-computer interaction and critical

computing research communities to consider next steps in advancing computationally-supported

qualitative research. Our research provides an opportunity to triangulate with contemporary

findings like Jiang et al. [26] and Feuston and Brubaker [20] that interviewed qualitative researchers

about their experiences, aspirations, and concerns. It also provides an opportunity for calls-to-action

for cross-pollination between human-computer interaction and qualitative research communities:

human-computer interaction researchers need to better understand qualitative methods [5, 17, 20,

26], and qualitative researchers need to better understand computational methods [2, 16, 39, 44, 48].

Much of the contemporary discourse (e.g., [16, 44, 48]) still considers data science in a segregated

context, where technical scientists with programming experience independently develop models

before deploying them to a team of domain experts, stakeholders, or ‘users’ [12]. This segregation

places an emphasis on ‘eager AI’ [20] that then needs to be interpretable or explainable. It also
emphasizes the mathematical optimality and pseudo-objectivity of models over their usefulness

to domain experts, which the human-computer interaction research community has sought to

address through concepts like computational reflexivity and model positionality [16]. Given this

segregation it is hardly surprising that, when asked, qualitative researchers raise concerns about

about loss of agency in their analysis process [20, 26].

Our work contributes to a growing body of research that seeks to more fully engage qualitative

researchers in the design and use of ML and AI. To date, that research has primarily relied upon the

development of prototype tools (e.g., [7]) and interviewswith domain experts (e.g., [20, 26]). Our case

study further builds on existing calls ‘put tools in their place’ [20], and to consider how ML and AI

can empower domain experts without requiring them to become experts in computer programming.

We stress the need for additional research methods — particularly those that emphasize realism

[35] like case studies, autobiographical design, and research through design [38, 51] — to further

our understanding of ML workflows.

7 LIMITATIONS
In this work, we conducted a study of two thematic analyses performed ‘in the wild’. That is, two

research teams with expert knowledge in public health engaged with a large data set obtained

from Canadian media to answer pressing questions about vaccine hesitancy during the SARS-CoV-

2 pandemic. Conducting such a case study provides a rich environment in which to explore a

highly subjective and interpretive research process with an emphasis on realism at the expense of

experimental precision and control [35]. And so, there are some inherent limitations and benefits

to this approach:

First, a limitation of exploratory human-computer interaction research is that identifying ap-

propriate participants is often a challenge, or even impossible, since such a target audience may

not yet exist [29]. While qualitative research, and reflexive thematic analysis [13, 15] in particular,

are extremely popular, valuable research strategies one might not consider our research team to

be expert ‘end users’ for the Computational Thematic Analysis Toolkit [22]. That is, this was the
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research team’s first analysis using the toolkit, and one would expect practices to evolve as they

became more adept with it and gained experience with different data sets, analyses, etc.

Second, thematic analysis is an interpretive process [13, 15], and interpreting and comparing

research outputs between two teams is extremely complex. It is difficult to argue that any one

code tree is ‘better’ than another. One also needs to consider what was learned during the analysis

process itself, and there are many potential trade-offs between time spent on analysis and the

researcher’s depth of understanding, whether a researcher choose to explore themes in depth or

breadth, and which perspectives they chose to explore and emphasize. In our case study, many

internal and external factors also influenced the amount of time it took each team to perform their

analysis, including: the time required by the computational team to familiarize themselves with

the toolkit, differences in their research approach (e.g., single vs multiple coders), and real-world

stressors like family commitments and other concurrent projects. All of these factors were beyond

our control. Instead, we focused our analysis on the research process, and understanding how the

manual and computational methods influenced it.

8 CONCLUSION
In this work we explored how the integration of computational techniques into thematic analysis

plays out in real world research. Our teams conducted two independent thematic analyses of 613,666

online communities, one manual and one computational using the CTA Toolkit. We presented

results that describe both analyses’ process and outputs, and then compared them to identify their

similarities and differences.

Grounded in this case study, we identified the benefits and opportunities of using computational

techniques to augment qualitative analysis of large data sets. We showed how the Computa-

tional Thematic Analysis toolkit made computational techniques accessible to non-programmer

researchers, and enhanced their ability to interpret large data sets. We also found that researchers

maintained a sense of agency during the analysis, contrary to concerns raised in previous research,

but showed how the tool subtly influenced how researchers approached their analysis. In discussing

these findings, we shared provocations that future research should explore how to avoid these (po-

tentially) insidious influences of computational methods, and incorporate real-world deployments

of technology to understand how they play out in practice.
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